
Lockdown Lego Olympics

Family Fun Night at Home

A series of Lego challenges for the whole family! Select the activities
most suitable for the age, skills and capabilities of your players. All you
need is Lego, dice and a pencil or pen to keep track of points. 

Remember, the aim is to have as much fun as possible with the
challenges so be liberal with your points and get creative.
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1. Using only one hand, build the tallest
tower you can. It must stay upright for 10
seconds once building time is up

2. Pick a number (how high you want to
go depends on the maths level of your
younger family members). Each player
must use as many different combinations
of bricks they can to reach the number

3. Roll a dice each. Whatever number
each person rolls is the only kind of brick
they must use to make their creation (so
if you roll a 4, all blocks you use must
have four connectors) . Once everyone
has rolled set a timer for three minutes
and players can begin to build. The
winner is the player with the most
creative or inventive creation as decided
by popular vote

4. Build a boat that will float. Each player
who is able to make their creation float
gets a point. The most creative or
inventive creation as decided by popular
vote wins an additional point. Don't
forget to test your boats out in the sink
or bath!

5. Each player creates a fruit or
vegetable. If another player is able to
correctly identify the fruit or vegetable
the creator and the person who guessed
correctly both win a point

6. Each player creates their dream home.
The winner is whichever home has the
most amount of other players who also
want to live there

7. Build a space vehicle. Each player
explains the features of their spaceship
with the most creative or inventive
creation awarded by popular vote

8. Build a completely make believe
character. It might be an alien, a sea
creature, a mythical god, a new kind of
animal or something entirely new. The
most creative creation awarded by
popular vote receives a point

9. Each player creates a scene from a
favourite movie. If other players can
guess the movie the player is awarded a
point. If other players can guess the right
scene from the movie the player is
awarded another point. An extra point is
awarded for the most creative creation

10. Each player must make a family flag
that represents your family. Each player
takes a turn to describe their flag and
what it represents. The winner is decided
by popular vote

11. Build a habitat where an animal would
live. If another player is able to correctly
identify the animal that lives in the
habitat. An additional point is awarded
for the most creative or innovative
creation as decided by popular vote
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12. Build a robot. Each player takes a turn
to describe their robot and what it does.
The most creative creation as decided by
popular vote is awarded a point

13. Each player makes a spoon to carry an
egg. Players use their spoon to take part
in an egg and spoon race. Adults or
bigger kids can be challenged by having
to race on their knees or starting later.
The winner of the race wins a point

14. Players create a self portrait from
Lego. The most impressive portrait as
decided by popular vote wins a point

15. Each player must use tongs,
chopsticks or a spoon (depending on the
dexterity of family members) to collect
pieces of a set colour in a bowl within a
specified time limit. The person with the
fullest bowl or most pieces is the winner

16. Players must try to build the strongest
bridge possible from one side of the
table to the other. Once built, their
strength can be tested by placing items
of increasing weight on top (such as
items of cutlery). The player with the
bridge able to hold the most amount of
weight is the winner

17. A paper bag is filled with Lego. Each
player takes a guess as to how many
pieces are in the bag. The player with the
closest guess is the winner

18. Players each build a vehicle, then race
them against each other. The vehicle
must have space for a mini fig driver and
passenger. Set up a ramp and open
space for the vehicles to travel across
and see whose creation goes the
furthest (or reaches the end fastest)

19. Players must create a hat to wear.
The winner is awarded by popular vote

20. A paper bag is filled with Lego. Each
player takes a guess as to how many
pieces are in the bag. The player with the
closest guess is the winner

21. Each player creates a Lego maze. It
must have a path through! Other players
use a marble and try to get it through the
maze in an allotted time. If they get it
through before the time limit they win a
point. If they don’t make it through in
time the maze-maker wins a point

22. Each player starts with a mini fig on a
base plate. Everyone takes it in turns to
roll a dice, adding as many 4x4 bricks
under the mini fig as the number they roll
on the dice to create a tower. After ten
rolls the winner is the player whose mini
fig stands on the tallest tower

23. Players cover their eyes with
masks/scarves and must build an
assigned object without looking. Whose
love heart/duck/tree/banana is best?
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24. Players create a bouquet of flowers.
Whose creation is the most beautiful?

25. Players build a useful item,
something that could have a helpful
purpose around home. Each player takes
it in turns to explain their item with the
winner decided by popular vote

26. Players build an instrument. What is it
and how does it make sound? The winner
is decided by popular vote

27. Players create a delicious meal. Can
other players guess what the food is?
The most creative creation is awarded by
popular vote

28. Players create a representation or
scene of something that makes them
happy. Each player Takes turns to explain
their creation and the winner is awarded
by popular vote

29. Players must build a replica of
something in the room you are playing in.
Other players must locate the item in the
room to win a point

30. Players choose 10/20/30 blocks each
and make a creation that uses this exact
number of bricks. Who is able to be the
most creative? The winner is awarded by
popular vote

31. Players build something they use
every day. The most creative creation as
decided by popular vote wins a pointt)

32. Players build something that begins
with the first letter of their name. The
most creative creation as decided by
popular vote wins a point

33. Players build something using as
many different colours as possible. The
player able to use the most amount of
colours wins

34. Players use a ladle/soup spoon/cup
to scoop a selection of bricks. Once
everyone has their selection they must
build their own unique creation within an
allotted timeframe. The most creative
creation as awarded by popular vote wins
a point

35. Each player selects two mini figs and
makes a scene with them. Are they
playing? Working? On an adventure? The
most inventive and fun scene as awarded
by popular vote wins a point

36. Players cover their eyes with
masks/scarves and must build an
assigned object without looking. Whose
love heart/duck/tree/banana is best?

37. Build a space vehicle. Players each
explain the features of their spaceship
with the most creative or inventive
creation awarded by popular vote
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